Residential
On-board Module
Residential on-board driver support systems

Key benefits

Want to simply residential collections? Then empower your drivers! Wastedge’s web
and mobile software solutions will make your drivers more efficient instantly.
Drivers log in to their allocated run areas for a date and get a list and map of all addresses
to be done. Any re-visit jobs for missed services are highlighted with “take me there”
voice navigation guidance option.

If the driver presses an incident button, the software grabs related pictures from onboard cameras, sends them back to dispatch and flags the site. Any unregistered lifts (no
nearby assigned property or more lifts than allocated) are also marked, enabling drivers
to quickly see what’s done and what’s not.

●●

Streamlines driver communications

●●

Saves driver time and admin effort

●●

Improves management visibility
Facilitates street section re-assigns for
breakdowns or traffic delays

●●

Shows real-time route progress

●●

Reduces new driver training time

●●

Improves customer service info

●●

Fast street find for lift trail replay

Additional features...
●●

Automated
data capture

Reduces missed service complaints

●●

The truck lift arm records a pickup at GPS points for time/date proof of pickup and the
software matches the lift to adjacent service points. On-board maps help drivers
pinpoint where they are and avoid road blockages.

Main features...

●●

Real time GPS
trails monitor

Vehicle data from liftarm sensors combined
with GPS location
or RFid tag readers
can tick off assigned
jobs so driver can see
what’s not yet done,
reducing missed service
complaints.

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Driver voice
navigation guides

●●

Facilitates driver’s tagging/alerts
for problem sites
Provides drivers with automated proof
of pick-ups
Helps drivers provide accurate problem
locations
Automated capture of presentation
rate statistics
On-screen, auditory or voice alerts for
walk in services
Optional VoIP communications (driver to
driver or dispatch)
Enables GPS save of expert/most
efficient route
Facilitates new driver training with voice
nav guides

Put your business on the map today!
Visit www.wastedge.com or call: 02 9499 6222

Re-inventing waste collection processes

